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Abstract

The use of systematic promptjno and monitoring to

increase sentence production during a ten minute assigned

composition task was investigated with 78 learning disabled

(LD) students in grades 7-12. Subjects were public school

students classified as LU, receiving special education

services, and evidencing at least a two year lag in written

language skills. Six experimental groups each consisted

of thirteen students randomly assigned to one of two

prompting and one of three monitoring conditions. The

Systematic Prompt Reduction (SPR) condition included four

levels of prompts administered in order from most

independent to most dependent whenever a student could not

verbalize an appropriate sentence to write within twently

seconds. In the Random Prompt Administration (RPA)

condition, when a student could not generate a

sentence within 20 seconds the prompt level randomly

preassiqned to that sentence was administered first, then if

the student failed again to generate a sentence within

twenty seconds a level +our prompt was administered. The

three monitoring conditions included: Monitoring Prompts and

Production (MPP), in which the averaqe prompt score and

number of sentences written were monitored and recorded

daily by the student; Monitoring Prompts (MP), in which the

daily average prompt score was monitored and recorded by the
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student. and No Monitoring (NM), in which the student

received no feedback on his/her performance at the

conclusion of the writing period. Following nine

instructional sessions, students wrote a tenth composition

independently with no promptIng toring. Analyses of

variance using 23 completc=1 :torial designs were

completed for sentence proc ,uz-,lity ratings,

assigned by two outside iudges, or tne final compositions.

Students in the SPR-MPP group wrote the most sentences (mean

production=12.3) and students in the RPA-NM group wrote the

least (mean production=8.9). Analyses of variance revealed

no statistically significant differences in either production

or quality of final compositions among the six groups. The

authors discuss limitations of the study and suggest that

future inves."ligations of systematic prompt reduction

techniques include monitoring of prompts and production in

the context of a cognitive behavior modification strategy

with a more selective group of LD students.
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Table 1:

_:.

TAble=. and Charts

Percent Fi,doncicA Written Lanquade

Deficiencies According 's

Table 2: Mean, Rande, and Standar Ion for

Ade, Grade, and Full-scale IO of Subjects

Tab?.e Analysis o+ Variance +or Sentence Production on
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Tabl,- 4: Group Means and Standard Deviations +or Sentence

Production on Post-test

rable 5: Group Means and Standard Deviatimns for Uuality

Rat on Post-test per Judge

Table 6: Ana,is o+ Variance +or Quality Ratint.

Post-test
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.troduction

Fluen' la" skills ar required across many

curricl lemic s,..uccess. Although frequently

cited [Lily handicappel students

(He 197:: and Fota. i972). few

emc . identified effectiye strategies for

reme, One problem is that composition is a

.ch has not traditionally been defined in

behayior.:C rms. A second problem hos been limitations in

generalizinl the results of categorically delineated

studies to other mildii handicapped groups.

Characteristics of LD students written language have

been documented most extensively. Research at the Kansas

Institute for Learning Disabilities pinpointed written

language skills as a deficit skill area consistently

evidenced by LD and low achieving versus normal secondary

age students (Moran, 1981). Poplin, Gray, Larsen,

Banikewsi, and Mehring (1980) assessed the written

layduage skills of students in grades 3-8 using the Test of

Written Language (TOWL) (Hammill & Larsen, 1978). and found

significant differences between LD and normal students at

all grade levels. However, althouqh norwal students

improved or at least maintained their TOWL s.ores as they

advanced from grades 3-4 to grado 7-8, LD stodents did

not. By the time they reached grades 7-0. LO students'
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score.:,, had fallen below the le vI achieved in orades

These stuc.ies suggest a cumulative educational deficit

which junior high is a critical instructional periQd.

One H-equently cited oral !Parker and Berryman, 19et)

and written landuacie skill in which handicaon.)A tudent7

are deficient is production. Hermreck 1979) found that

normal tudents (grades 3- ) wrote 42% more words than LO

udents on the inventory of Written Expression. Mvklecust

(1977) use.1 the Myki bust Picture Story Lanouaoe lest to

com,:)-are writing performance of normal and LD student. LD

students ,scored significantly lower in total number of

words and words per sentence, although there was no

signifioant difference between LD and normal students in

the number of sentences produced. F'oteet (1978), using the

same assessment instrument, found that LD students averaged

30% less words and sentendes than normal students.

I-terventions demonstrated to be effective in

increasing written language production have consistently

contained one or both of the following elements: systematic

reinforcemnt and i:r/stematic eedback. Pertinent research

results for both Are reported as is an initial

investigation into the use of a nenuenti:il prompt

techniguo.

h:ein,forcemnt. Brigham, Uraubard, and St:-).ns iI91)

investigated the use of a "s4.::1-tentially additio

9
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contingonciss" reinforcement -,:ystem with 1:2. s-tudents in a

+i-fth grade special c1ass ttirocoh a mradified m.Atiple

baseline deslan. The number of pnzncs studentn received

was contingent first upon workind durino the writ ng

period. then uoon the numbe. words written, then tft.,:?

number of different words used, .And up,in the number

of new words not used in previou'.4 compositior. ',3tudants'

performance improved in all rc,informent conditions:

performance changed the most 4 th numo or of words

written c:ontingengy phase.

Maloney and Hopkins (1973) used a similar nrocedure and

design in a study of written language with 14 students

grades 4-6. Students first received reinforcement

contingent on participation. then for the number of

different adjecLives used, then for the number of different

action verbs, and lastly for the number of different

adjectives, action verbs, and sentence beginnings. The

number of sentences written (10) wa,:5 a fixed requirement.

The number of letters and wm"da produced remained stable

across conditions. All target skills improved during all

reinforccnent phases. The targeted contingency skill

improved significantly during each ohiso, althoudh the high

level of portocmance wan not maintained in successive

contingency conditions.

ballard and Glynn (1975) also used a multiple baseline

10
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d,rilon to Investigate the u-r,e of self-racording on A

simillr set of composition comoonents. Fourteen third

grade students alternated between baseline (self-m.:nitoring

onls.) and intervention (self-monitnrino and self-

reif-Iforcoment) phases. During intervention phases seit-

reintorc:emont was contingent on production of target

composition components. As in Maloney and Hopkin s study,

production of target composition components increased

sionificAntly during contingent reinforcement phases.

keinorcement fc,r tho number uf 'entences written had the

greatest effect on production of all monitored components

(number of sentences, different Action words. and

descriptive words) as well as one of the highest time on

task rates.

Campbell and Willis (1979) demonstrated that even

creative characteristics of writing production can be

modified through reinforcement. Twenty-minute compositions

of 26 normal fifth graders were rated on Torrence's'

measures of creativity: flexibility, fluency, elaboration

and originality. Reinforcement for creative score And

improement in the targeted creative composition

characteristics resulted in a 72% Increase in scores .from

baseline. Scores in the second baseline interval wore only

Illohtiv lower than in intervention, but reflectod 1

downward trend. A follow-ub phase providiro intormittont

11
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retnforement rssulted th maintonance of tncrea'4n in

creotiviLy scores trnm the inittn1 baseline Level.

Retnforcement contingent on specific el,Pments 0:

written lahduage that have been e::plained and demeni.trated

to Iitudentsi appe.iirs thon to hve .An laimedtar:z,,

effect on produc1jon. Hc:wever~ denengdnce on eterhal

reinforcment systems mav bo undesirable or impractical in

secondar... school settincT2, (Deschler. Echumaker, Len:,

1984). roachers may not have access Lo meantodful

reintorri (they may rc-cluire coro%>istent. bahticioar:]on

,sionificant others, be too costly. or be too titre-

consumino). In addition, a fundamental goal of secondary

LI) programs is for students to become mare independent and

rely less on ¶-,ructure imposed by their teachers (Deschler,

Warner, Schumaker, Alley, Clark, 198.';). l'ror that reason.

contindent reinforcement was not employed in the current

studY. A sequential prompt reduction techntaue. in which

the amount of teacher prompting and ilupport watii

systematically reduced as the student produced more

sentence independently, was investioatod as an

alternative.

prwcpsiii,ns!. The effects of reinforc,)ment appear to

bp enhanced when immediatct feedback on target !whavinrs i%

provided throuqh Imli"lcortnn. Van Huutqn. r- I ,

Jorvi.,;, and MacDonald (1974) hod fifty-five )cond ond

12
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fifth graders write for a ton minute period. During

baseline students were told only to write as much as they

could; during intervention students were told to try to

beat their own best record (for number of words written)

which had been posted in the front of the classroom, and to

count and record their score at the conclusion of each

session. Production doubled during intervention phases.

Van Hot t:en and MacLellan (1981) measured writing

producton of fifty-four eleventh graders by number of

thematic units (Hunt, 1965) produced per five-minute

composition. A thematic unit (t-unit) consists of an

independent clause accompanied by any number of dependent

clauses; it is the minimal part of a sentence that could

stand alone (Hunt, 1965). Three different interventions

were used: feedback (including self-scoring and posting of

highest scores), instruction in sentence combining, and a

combination of feedback and sentence combining instruction.

Instruction in sentence combining alone had no slicilificant

effect on thematic unit production; however, feedback and

self-recording did. The most powerful intervention was the

combined use of sentence combining instruction and a

feedback component that included self-scoring and public

posting of scores.

Specific performance feedback appears to provide

students with a vehi,L'e for self-monitoring that in turn

13
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enhances their response to instructional interventions.

Therefore, in the present study students were also assigned

to one of three monitoring conditions, in order to

determine if any significant interaction existed between

monitoring and systematic prompt reduction (SPR)

procedures.

Despite data demonstrating the efficacy of

reinforcement and feedback procedures, there has been

limited documentation of empirical work testing the value

of fading procedures in composition instruction, ihis is a

curious observation in view of the frequency with which

fading is discussed As a potential teaching procedure in

methods texts (Swanson & Reinert, 1979; Walker & Shea,

1980). Schloss (1984) has suggested that a sequential

prompt procedure can be utilized by teachers to gradually

decrease students' reliance on teachee- adminis,-ered prompts

as they become more competent in a skill. Recent research

supports the use of a systematic prompt reduction

procedure in combination with monitoring number of

sentences written to increase writing production of

emotionally disturbed adolescents (Schloss, Harriman &

Pfeifer, in press). However, further investigation of the

effects of a systematic prompt reduction technique with a

larger sample and other mildly handicapped students (i.e.

LD) is needed. In addi.tion, the relationship between

14
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monitoring and prompLina e1ects has n y 10

clarified.

The present studv sought to answer three Questions

concerning the us of a SPR technique:

1. Is there a significant difference in writing

production between students who receive systematically

administered prompts (according to SPR guidelines) and

students who receive randomly administered prompts?

2. Are there significant differences in writing

production between students whu monitor and record their

sentence production, those who monitor and record their

sentence production and dependence on teacher prompts, and

those who do not use a monitoring procedure?

3. What significant interactions or differential

effects exist between the use of systematized versus random

prompts and the use of student production monitoring

techniques?
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Method

Students were selected according to the following criteria:

a) assigned to grade 7-12 in a public school, b) oreviously

identified as LD in accordance with the Federal regulations for

PL 94-142 and Pennsylvania State guidelines, and c) evidencing a

discrepancy of at least two years between enected and actual

achievement in the area of written language skills. The

language achievement discrepancy had to be documented through a

current levels of performance statement in the student's

Individual Educational Plan, a language arts score on a qroup

administered achievement test such as the California Achievement

Test, or a score on an individually administered diagnostic test

of written language such as the Test of Written Lanquaqe (See

Table 1). Potential students were identified throuqh teacher

referral based upon the previously stated criteria.

Table 1

PqrecPOt 9t Yi_0?1-10ag. t.417qa 1,15ag!,,W)e

P.Pf.A.f.j_PTtgA,P e!gc?.170irlg. tg 12.P.k.g.00Att FeCc117.0..

I.E.P. Present Levels of Performance

I.E.P. Goals and Objectives 46%

Group Achievement Test (Language Score) 29%

Individual Diagnostic Test (Language Score) 28%

Notg... N=76
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Potntial subjects for whom in.formod can,5ent was

obtained from parents participated in the study. :7:3iident

attended six ,ischools in throe different :,.;chool districts.

Too pi' thu sch'mls wuro located in A ,v.dod city where the

predominant embloyment is in manufacturing, two wer,,A located

ln a 1-ima1l ritv containing a private college. and two were

located in small, rural agricultural town..,:i. The mean age,

grade, and IQ le'vel 0+ studentci appears in Table 2.

Table 2

MPff1:1. RojAgl. 31.14 Agq.?.1.

.r)(J Ei41,1,77.q. IQ

X S.D. Minimum Maximum

Age (years) 15.93 1.9 12.3 20.9

Grade 9.08 1.6 7 12

Full IQ 91.6 8.9 73 115

Note. N=76

W[itiqg TRO..qq

Thirty potential composition topics were collected from

a junior high student, a secondary LD English teacher, a

secondary Enqlish teacher, a middle school English teachr,

an LD consultant, and a non-educator. Project staff

reviewed and edited the submitted topics to eliminate

17
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duglic,Ation ,vol ensure a consistent format :And level of

difficult.':. 0 pool of nineteen acceptable Lor:i c:s resulted,

from which ten were randomly selected for use in the Luov.

Topics were :Assigred to ssions so that ail ,student5

recelved the topics in the same orderu (The request +or

topics and A list of 'opics aopears; in 0nvndix 0).

FfrPTpt.irlg PrPgPOUr.q5

Students were randomly assigned to one of two

instructional prompt conditions: Systematic Prompt

Reduction (SPR) or Random Prompt Admin±stration (RPA). The

SPR condition included four levels of prompts administered

in org-- .'rom most independent to most dependent: Level 1,

self-initirAting, Level 2, motivational; Level 3, content-

related: and Level 4, literal. E;:amples of prompts at each

level are provided in Appendix B. A student was allowed

twenty seconds within which to verbalize an appropriate

sentence on the assigned topic. If a sentence was

articulated verbally by the student within the designated

time period, a prompt score of "1" was recorded +or that

sentence. If a complete, appropriate sentence were not

generated within twenty seconds, then a Level 2 prompt was

administered following Ahich the student was again allowed

twenty sr.conds to verbalize an appropriate sentence. This

procedure was continued until either the student or the

teacher (a Level 4 prompt) generated a sentence to be
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14ritton. Onc,-? the entenco waG recorded then tho Gtudont

was,, cAied to generate the no;A ,,entence.

The same promu t. ieveiG were usd in the RPA condition,

hut we o adminiterod I. random -ather than seountial

order Randomly asidned prompt levels woro printed on

each sentenc ho on the REA recording formF. w..; in the

SPR condition studentG were cued and then allowed twenty

seconds to generate a sentence. If the student +ailed to

articulate ,n appropriate sentence within that time period

then the teacher provided a prompt at whatever level (2-4)

had been randomly preassigned to that sentence. I+ after

twenty seconds the student still failed to produce a

sentence, then one was provided by the teacher (Level 4).

F'.17_9.c.e.qtArq

Students were also randomly assigned to one of three

monitoring and recording conditions: No Monitoring (NM),

Prompt Monitoring (PM), and Prompt and Production

Monitoring (PPM). In the NM condition, students were not

asked to monitor or record their daily performance. At the

conclusion of eiit session the teacher said. "Thank-you",

or "You worked well today". However, the teacher never

provided specific performance feedback, encouraged the

student to monitor and track daily performance, or referred

to goal-setting.

In the PM condition, students monitored and recorded

19
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? ii I". I I17i try to, I ot t:.

tenths. The teacher enc.:Duragod them to decroase their

prompt score on successive sessions. In addition, the

teacher responded positively to stugen c. inItiated concerns

about how to decrease the score and goals to work towards.

In the PRI com:ition, students monitored and recorded

the total numh k--.. of sentences written and average daily

prompt score at the conclusion of each session. As with

the MP group, students were encouraged to work towards

improved scores in each successive session.

itTnj.jag.

The student investigator and five research assistants

conducted ten individual writing sessions with each of :he

78 students. Prior to implementing the monitoring and

prompting procedures, assistants participated in a seriE

of training activities. Assistants were provided with a

manual containing a list of required training activities, a

description of instrUctional procedures for each

experimental condition, a table describing and providing

examples of the +our prompt levels, scripted directions for

each instructional session, writing topics for each

session, and sample recording forms (Appendix C). During

2 0
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(1H ri'1111001 11"0 wrtr...ind rot 111,,

1;1-'6 c.ondttwn modoron

ri,,t;oi't Mit t (!,; t molt t

condi/ 1 t v ,An .1 et- LAci

i ~ tho ut11..n t

1),.1 I1It I, .

r 7?,11..ttr-r-A pr.:ic ti cc, tho orncc:.dure,l, :AL:c1 rutAlril

Oa 00 c: oop et...Hd recordll'Ig f ot-sw". f or c2i:ACh t on

and RPA) ,And ',:c:ore two taprecorded .F:c.:?-=.,...tons with at lea'st

90% accurAcov prior Lo conducting any sessions with orntc!7

students.

The c.onsistency with which the experimental procedures

were apPlied was monitored throughout the data f7o1lection

process. All sessions were tape recorded, and then

randomly selected tapes were scored by the Student

Researcher or project assistants. Each prompt administered

and the twenty second delay preceding each prompt were

scored. The percent of aqreement between the person

conducting the session and the person scoring the tape was

then computed by dividinq the number of aqreements by the

number of agreements plus the number of disagreements, and

multiplying by 100. Rate of agreement per session ranqed

.from .57-1.00, with only three aqreements less than .80.

Average interrater agreement for 27 sessions was 91

percent.

21
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5urtnil Olo numn,:r z!), Audien!:;:,

Iwl,t_rut:tQL1 to wrjte on 4ht Ll independt,W.Iv

without anv prompti4i.; 711- rIflt q r;1,..? _Joiht,r ct

sentorwe,i written durino 7,e5sinn wa useo ati, a owi,t-

test me,Isure of production for an analysis oi

In addition, the session ten compositions were

assigned quality ratings by thre,,..? independent judges for a

second analysis of variance. The judaes had each taught at

the secondary level for at least three years; the first was

an English teacher who specialized in English as a -ond

language, the second was a secondary LD Resource teaCier,

and the third was an LD teacher experienced in compc,iition

research. The first two judges had prior experience with

analytic rating scales such as the cne used in the p-esent

study. The judges were instructed to read through :All 78

22
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aldh rho of ,toreement between jkidde,:, were .60.

,Tudcv?,i 1 and Juddei 2 and .24 Judges 1 cind *or

a total ,:Jf .5h (dudge 1. T. and 1:). ThIG overall

rate of aoreement ts within the rincie rcn)orted to ,F1m11,,Ar

studieF; by Maloney and HopkIns (1977,) of .46 and Dallard

and Glynn (1975) of .69.
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However, analysts at av!In data r.2yealed that the ''31'k-HPF.

systematic prompts - monitorina prompts and production)

group. h,00thsized to perform the best. produceo an averape

ot +our more ':ientenc:v th-an the kF;:4-NN !random promptP-no

monitoring) qroup. hypothesized to per+orm the worst

(Table Furthermore, two o+ 1:he thrr,le system.-7,tic prompt

droup-i were amono the three niohelt Elrformlno crouos.

The second ANOVA analyzed duality ratinos +or the se7Lsion

ten po,st-test compositionts. Because the aareement betwen

Judde 3 and the other judoes was low, tne tcit,=.1
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rhe precedIno 4allod oilmonstrAte

the effectiveness of morittOrIng ,zwld or,31nutthq proCoduro..1 In

it.imulating increased writing production by mildly handicapped

adolescents. However, the combination of a systematic prompt

reduction procedure and .,,olt-monitoring of t-tie Averehtle number

of promptS received and the number oi writ-noes .oritten por

session had the greatest effect flu production. Students in

that group wrote an averge of :"...a9 more sentences during the

final session than students who rad received random prompts

with no monitorind. This difference is comparable to that

reported in an earlier studv on -;ystemati: Promptir.o with ED

26
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adoiecents (Schlo, Harriman Pfeifer, ln press). In a

sinlie suoject multiple baseline design, students wrote an

average cpJ 3.2ff mare sentences during intervention (sequential

prompt) phases than during baseline (random prompt) phases.

Students who received sequential prompts performed better

than ,Audents who received random prompts, with the exception

of the monitoring prompi:s only groups. This interaction

effect was perhaps the most surprising result. In a previou-::;

production study, Ballard & Glynn (1975) did not identify any

significant effect +or self-monitoring alone fur a comparable

length intervention (eight days); however, students in their

study did not receive any standard teacher assistance such as

random prompts in the self-monitoling condition. Even random

prompts, in the presence of self-monitoring of prompt level,

appear to acilitate increased independence in composing.

Perhaps the lower performance of the systematic prompt and

prompt monitoring group can be .attributed to demand

haracteristics. Because of self-monitoring only their

prompt level, the students in that group may have been more

attuned to decreasing their prompt level than to increasing

the number of sentences written. This attitude may have

persisted during session ten, even though no teacher prompts

were actually administered. However, the differential

effects of monitoring prompts in the presence of sequential

and random prompts remains unexplained, and warrants further

investigation.

No significant differences were found between Jie groups on

27
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duality ratings of their session ten cc.mmnositions. it's

important to note that throughout the study students wre not

directed Le improve the Quality of their compositions in aHy

specific way, but rather to increas only sentence production.

Previous studies utilizing contingent reinforcw-nt. for various

aspects of composition have found that only the contingent

components specified in each phane increased significantly

(Maluney Hopkins, 1973). This also appeared to be the case

with prompting, with the exception as previously noted, of

sequential prompts and monitoring prompts.

Thus, the use of systematic prompting, particularly in

conjunction with self-mcnitoring of prompt-use and sentence

production can be used to set the staae for intervention with

various composition components. At least paragraph length

compositions are necessary to focus on many content and

organizational features of writing in context (Haley-Jones,

1979) . The SPR-MPP technique can aid the teacher in

enabling students to produce such writing in a minimal amount

of time. Although direct teacher instruction is required

initially, the amount of teacher support is systematically

reduced as the student becomes more iluen_.

In the present study, by the fourth or fifth session, some

students were observed informing the t-z.acher of the type of the

prompt requ red next, or prompting themselves. Subsequent

research could investigate the use of a cognitive behavior

modification strategy in which students were overtly trained to
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prompt themselves as teacher provided prompts were faded. Such

strategies have been used e'ffectively to train students to

self-cue and reduce student dependence on teacher prompts

(Lloyd, 1980).

The effects identifiei: this study were statistic.:Alv

weak, largely due to exoc,:ssive variance in student

performance, both during the intervention and at the

conclusion of the writing sessions. This is freguently a

problem in research with LO students, as there can be qreat

variability in LO students' performance within and among

schcJols (Chandler & Jones, 1984 and McKinney, 1984). For

example, students' post-test scoro performance ranged from 2

to 23 sentences, with a standard deviation of 4.23. One

possible solution to this oroblem is to de-H.ne the tartlet

peoulation more narrowly, and following screening retain

only those within the newly defined sample. A decision rule

could be implemented to exclude students who had required

less thar three prompts in the first three sessions, or any

students who were never exposed to an entire sequence of

prompts. Such a procedure would ensure a more homogenous

group of LD students, but would also limit the external

validity or generalizability of the results.

In conclusion, this study failed to obtain statistically

significant evidence of the efficacy of a systematic prompt

procedure. However, trends in the data suggest that if the

identified methodological limitations in the current study

were to be corrected, further research would support earlier

29
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opon:;o' paid YAcatton. whro would ./ou i d .ou

mio. It Anyno. wuull t, I

02 ''''EF''SON

Describe a per7mn who ha2: oono methino that '.'ota lilod nr

dilz1ed whom you'll never forqt. Porhps your arAndmothir -lent

you tsrt a trip to Oisneyv.orld or Your father practiced football

with 'inu so vou could mn11e the school M. someone id

somtthing cl,en 111e slashing Your bicycle tires or spreadind

f.Alsg rumors .1bout Yn.u. rell why '.'0%.1 tiFr nr dis1t 1,c? th0 r...$rson

you'll never -orciet. What happened to mal.e you feel that way7

SCHOOU

For mLt tudents, going from elementary iazhool to Middle or

Junior High School is a big change. Do you remember haw you felt

on the first day? Describe what you did, saw. or felt as you

walked into your first class. How was your new school different

from elementary school? What were the teachers like7' Did you

ever get lost or forget your schedule?

O4 DRUGS

If yo...t were a parent, would you talk to your L,ids about

drugs" If not. whv not? If so, what would YOU sa\? How ould

you deal with your kid if vou found out s/he were using drugs?
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46 HASH'S

L'cl You znnstder yourself a neat person or a nloop': perwn'

Why do you thtnk you developed thoae hgtts- Would ou lle to

change thu . u are? Descrtge some of

.'oftr neatnels habits or someone else's bring ibC

ttons tnat

#7 PARENTS

Lots of teenagers have problems getting Along with one or

both of their parents. How is your relationshtp wtth your

parents? Do ynu have trouble talking to your parents' What do

You think causss problems between parents and teenagers? What

YOU do to solve proolems with your parents^

#8 FIGHT

If there were a fight between tvn older sr 'ents at your bus

stop or at school, hc would you do? WouIc you et them fight

or v.t.:1d you try A3 step How would you try to stop them

from fighting? Would you tell anyone else?
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Prompt Levels
Level 1 - Uelf-i itieted

The etugent verhaii405 .ah 4i *enteno#
within tv.entY 4oCOn0A after the teacnor c;ueo, "fell mo what
you're going to write firot," or "Tell me what you're 001,10
to writr; If 4 student verbalizes An incgmpAete
seoten;e1 the teacher shmild 44V, "ThAt'S (1000, but it'O not
A complete sentence. Try starting with ," or "Con you
make it into a complete sentence?," or "Can you *aa An enoincr"
If the student verbalizes a c4g7g0 mtome, the teacher
should repeat the first part of the sentence that
constitutes 4 complete sentence, and say "That's A good
sentence, writ, it." Once the student hos verD4liZo0 a
sentence to write, then the teacher may do anythinO
necessary to unable the student to get it written, ouch As
providing spelling ano reinforcement fOr gettinq it Orown
quickly.

For an incomplete sentence, oay, "That'A not A complete
sentence, can you say it in A complete *enteric:4:C-

Level 2 - Motivational
The teacher encourages the student to initiate the task,
(EX) "Why don't you read what you have written so far to
see what should come next'?"
"What are you going to say next?"
"What would be a good way to start your paraprao,t?"

For an incomplete sentence, say, "A complete sentence hall
a subject and a verb. The subject tells who or what the
sentence is about. The verb tells what happened. Can you
say your idea in a complete sentence?"

Level 3 - Content-related
The teacher provides content cues to stimulate stucent
interaction.
(EX) "How did that make Jim feel?"
"How did Karen respond?"
"Describe what the car looked like."

For an incomplete sentence, say, "Your sentence has a
verb (...) but not a subject. Who is the sentence about:"

Level 4 Literal
The teacher provides a sentence verbatim.
(EX) "Write: Tom decided to leave."
"Write: The more it snowed. the colder Rav became."
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TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Read the manual describing the experimental Londitions and

procedures.

II. Meet with the student investigator to:

a. observe a sample five minute writing session for the

RPA condition

b. review the four prompt levels, protocols for the RPA and

SPR conditions, and personal progress charts for the PPM and

PM conditions

c. complete a sample protocol while observing a five minute

writing session +or the SPR condition

III. Score a taped SPR test session achieving 907. agreement with

a prescored key

IV. Demonstrate the SPR and RPA procedures to the student

investigator in sample +ive minute writing sessions

4 2
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MONITORING

No Monitoring (NM)
In the no monitoring condition, subjects will not be asked

to monitor or record their daily performance. At the conclusion
of the writing session the teacher should simply sav "Thank-you
+or working so well today," or "We're all finished for today.
I'll see you on Thursday." General praise or encouradement for
cooperating may be offered, but no specific feedback or comments
regarding the student's progress should be made.

Prompt Monitoring (PM)
In the prompt monitorinq condition, students will monitor

and record their daily average prompt score. At the end of the
ten minute writing period the teacher and student should figure
the score together by summinq the final prompt scores per
sentence and then dividinq by the total number of sentences. The
student should then record the day's score on the personal
progress chart. Students in this group should be encouraged to
discuss their progress. Specific score increases may be noted and
they may be qiven encouragement for their accomplishments,
although the emphasis should be on self-evaluation. The teacher
should ask questions such as: "How does your score today compare
to yesterday's ?"and "Does it look like you are startinq to write
faster with less help from the teacher?". The session should
always conclude with goal setting. The student should be asked
"Do you think that you can write faster with less teacher help
next time we meet?" and "How much do you think you can lower your
prompt score?".

Prompt and Production Monitoring (PPM)
In the prompt and production monitoring condition, students

will monitor and record the total number of sentences written and
aver .,ge prompt score at the conclusion of each session.
Following the ten minute writing period, the student and teacher,
should count the total number of sentences written and figure the
average daily prompt score by summing the final prompt scores +or
all sentences and dividing the sum by the number of sentences in
the composition. The student should then record both the number
of sentences and the average prompt score on the personal record
chart.

Students should be encouraged to evaluate their own
progress, and be asked questions such as: "Did you write more
sentences in ten minutes today than you did in previous
sessions?", "Did you write more more sentences with less teacher
assistance?" and "What kind of pattern do you see on your
chart(s) and what does it mean?". Sessions should end with goal
setting for both composition length and prompt level.

4 3



PROMPTING

Random Prompt AdministrAtion (RPA)
In the random comjition, prompt levels 2-4 will be random/Y

assigned to each sentence scoring box prior to the writing
session. Following the cue "Tell me what you're going to write
next," the student is allowed twenty seconds to generate and
vocalize a sentence. If the student fails to self-initiate a
sentence within twenty seconds, then the randomly assigned prompt
level ampearing in the scoring box for that sentence will be
given. Following the prompt if the student again fails to self-
initiate a sentence within a twenty second interval, then a
sentence will be provided by the teocher (Level 4 prompt).

Systematic Prompt Reduction (5PR)
In the systematic condition if the student fails to self-

initiate a sentence within the specified twenty seconds, then a
series of increasingly supportive prompts is administered until a
sentence is produced. Following the cue "Tell me what you're
going to write next," if the student does not generate a
sentence within twenty seconds, first encouragement (Level 2
prompt) will be offered. If the student again fails to aenerate
a sentence in twenty seconds, then content related duestions or
suggestions (Level 3 prompt) will be provided. If the student
still fails to generate a sentence in twenty seconds, then one
will be provided by the teacher (Level 4 prompt).

Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback should only be provided for easily

corrected and obviously incorrect word usage or grammatical
errors. Spelling does not need to be corrected unless the
student asks for assistance or confirmation. Usage and incorrect
'grammar should be corrected without comment by the teacher when
repeating the student's verbalized sentence. Examples would
include incorrect verb tense, use of plurals, and informal slang
such as "hafta".

If the student verbalizes an appropriate :ence starting
with "and", say "that's a good idea, can you / the sentence
without starting with "and"? If the sentence is repeated
correctly with in the original twenty seconds then the next
prompt is not administered.

If the student tends to use "run-on" sentences, simply cut
the student off at the conclusion of one independent or
independent and dependent clause with "that's a good sentence,
write it. You can include your other ideas in the next
sentence.

If the student verbalizes a sentence that is not appropriate
to the topic, sav "that doen't fit well with your topic, can you
tell me a different sentence?"

If the student vebalizes an incomplete sentence. use the
correction for that prompt level indicated by an asterisk on the
prompt chart.

4 4



Prompt Levels
Level 1 - Self-initiated

The student verbalizes an appropriate sentence
within twenty seconds after the teacher cues, "fell me what
you're going to write first," or "Tell me what you're going
to write next." if a student verbalizes an incompjete
sehtence, the teacher should say, "That's good, but it's not
a complete sentence. Try starting with ," or "Can you
make it into a complete sentence?," or "Can you add an ending?"
If the student verbalizes a 17un.7.:o[l sentence, the teacher
should repeat the first part of the sentence that
constitutes a complete sentence, and say "That's a good
sentence, write it." Once the student has verbalized a
sentence to write, then the teacher may do anything
necessary to enable the student to get it written, such as
providing spelling and reinforcement for getting it down
quickly.

*For an incomplete sentence, say, "That's not a complete
sentence, can you say it in a complete sentence?"

Level 2 Motivational
The teacher encouraqes the student to initiate the task.
(EX) "Why don't you read what you have written so far to
see what should come next?"
"What are you going to say next?"
"What would be a good way to start your paragraph?"

*For an incomplete sentence, say, "A complete sentence has
a subject and a verb. The subject tells who or what the
sentence is about. The verb tells what happened. Can you
say your idea in a complete sentence?"

Level 3 Contritrelated
The teacher provides content cues to stimulate student
interaction.
(EX) "How did that make Jim feel?"
"How did Karen respond?"
"Describe what the car looked like."

*For an inccmplete sentence, say. "Your sentence has a
verb (...) bu.t not a subject. Who is the sentence about?"

Level 4 Literal
The teacher provides a sentence verbatim.
(EX) "Writez Tom decided to leave."
"Write: The more it snowed. the colder Ray became."

4
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Introduction to Study
Mv name is and I am a student at Penn StaLe

University. One of the things I am studying there iu how to help
students such as yourself learn to write better. The people
I work with and myself think we have found a quick way to help
YOU write more on an assigned topic in 105'5 time with less helg
from the teacher.

I will be coming to work with you ten times; each time you
will be asked to write as much as you can on a topic in just ten
minutes. Sometimes it may seem boring or frustrating but it
won't take very long and I think you'll find that it will help
you write paragraphs +aster in your other classes. You won't be
grad:A on what you write, and this won't affect your grade in
this class. Do you have any questions?

O.K. Here is the topic for today.

4 6
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DIRECTIONS-SPR-NM
When 1 etart the time you will have ton minutee to write ae

many sentences es you can. Please say each eentence aloud
before you write it. If yoe can't think of a eentence in twenty
seconds, I will tell you to reed over what you have written so
far, then if efLer twenty more seconds you can't think of a
sentence I will ask you a question or gi%:e you some ideas about
what to write. Finally, if after twenty more seconds you still
can't think of a sentence then I will tell you one. Once you
have said a eentence aloud I can help you with words er spellino.
I will tell you when you have time for only one or two more
sentences.

Each time we have a writing session you will try to think of
more sentences with less teacher help than the time before.

DIRECTIONS-SPR-MP
When I start the time you will have ten minutes to write as

many sentences as you can. Please say each sentence aloud before
you write it. If you can't think of a sentence in twenty
seconds, I will tell you to read over what you have written so
far, then if after twenty more seconds you can't think of a
sentence I will ask you a question or give you some ideas about
whal. to write. Finally, if after twenty more seconds you still
can't think uf a sentence then I will tell you one. Once you
have said a sentence aloud I can help you with words or spelling.
I will tell you when you have time for only one or two more
sentences.

After have finished writing for ten minutes, we will
figure out ve. daily average prompt score. The prompt score is
about how many times the teacher had to help you before you
thought of each sentence. Each time we have a writing session
you will try to get a lower prompt score and write more sentences
than the time before. A lower prompt score means that you are
thinking of sentences independently, faster.

DIRECTIONS-SPR-MPP
When I start the time you will have ten minutes to write as

many sentences as you can. Please say each sentence aloud before
you write it. If you can't think of a sentence in twenty
seconds, I will tell you to read over what you have written so
far, then if after twenty more seconds you can't think of a
sentence I will ask you a question or give you some ideas about
what to write. Finally, if after twenty more seconds you still
can't think of a sentence then I will tell you one. Once you
have said a sentence aloud I can help you with words or spelling.
I will tell you when you have time for only one or two more
sentences.

After you have finished writing for ten minutes, we will
count the number of sentences you have written and figure out
your daily average prompt score. The prompt score is about how
many times the teacher had to help you before you thought of each
sentence. Each time we have a writing session you will try to
write more sentences and get a lower prompt score than the time
before. A lower prompt score means that you are thinking of
sentences independently, faster.



DIRECTIONS-RPA-NM
When I start tho time you will have ton minutes to write as

many sentences as you can. Please say each sentence aloud betoro
you write it. If You can't think of a sentence in twontv
seconds, Y will help you. Then if after twenty more seconds you
can't think of a sentence, will tell you a sentence to write.
Onc you have 5,:kid a sentence aloud I can help you with words or
spellind. I will toll you when you have time for oniv one or two
more sentences.

Each time we have a writing session you will try to think of
more sentences with lens tacher help than the time be+oro.

DIRECTIONS-RPA-MP
When I start the time you will have ten minutes to write As

many sentences as you can. Please say each sentence aloud before
you write it. If you can't think of a sentence in twenty
secon ds, I will help you. Then if after twenty more seconds you
can't think of a sentence, I will tell you a sentence to write.
Once you have said a ',entonce aloud I can help you with words or
spelling. I will tell ye when you have time for only one or two
more sentences.

After you have fini..:,ned writing for ten minutes, we will
figure out your daily average prompt score. The prompt score s
about how many times the teacher had to help you before you
thought of each sentence. Each time we have a writing session
you will try to get a .iwer prompt score and write more sentencEs
than the time before. A lower prompt score means that you are
thinking of sentences irAependently, faster.

LIRECTIONS-RPA-MPP
When I start the time you will have ten minutes to write as

many sentences as you can. Please say each sentence aloud before
you write it. If you can't think of a sentence in twenty
seconds, I will help you. Then if after twenty more seconds you
can't think of a sentence, I will tell you a sentnce to write.
Once you have said a sentence aloud I can help you with words or
spelling. I will tell you when you have time for only one or two
more sentences.

After you have finished writing for ten minutes, we will
count the number of sentences you have written and figure out
your daily average prompt score. The prompt score is about how
many times the teacher had to help you before you thought of each
sentence. Each time we have a writing session you will try to
write more sentences and get a lower prompt score than the time
before. A lower prompt score means that you are thinking of
sentences independently, faster.
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'Moro havo boon a Int of advortylomont,:i on tolovtinn for

sweepstakes and contests. latoLy. It you won a ono wool. all

openses paid vacation, whore would you 007 What would you do?

Who, if anyone, would vou take with you?

02 PERbOM

Describe a person who has done something that YOU liked or

disliked whom you'll never forget. Perhaps your gr:.indmothor sent

you on a trip to Disneyworld or your father practicd fetball

with you so you could make the school 4.f,Ia.. Maybe sonec,ne dld

something mean like slashing your bicycle tires or si-oading

false rumors about you. Tell wH, you like or dislike the person

you'll never forget. What happened to make you feel that way?

#: SCHOOL

For most students, going from elementary school to Middle or

0,,nior High School is a 'nig change. Do you remember how you felt

or the first day? Describe what y did, saw, or felt as you

wal,ed into your first class. Haw was your new school different

from elementary school? What v-e the teachers like? Did you

ever get lost or forget your s,:hedule?

#4 DRUGS

If you were a parent, would you talk to your kids about

drugs? If not, why not? If so, what would You '74.ayf How would

you deal with your kid if YOU found out s/he were using drugs?
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06 HABITS

Do you consider yourself a neat person or a sloopv person7

Why do you think you developed those habits' Would you like to

change -ho way you are? Desi:ribe some of the situations that

your neatness habits or someone else's bring about.

#7 PARENTS

Lots of teenagers have probl,,ms getting along with one or

both of their parents. How is your relationship with your

parents? Do you have trouble talking to your parents? What do

you think causes problems between pArents and teenagers? What do

you do to solve problems with your parents?

#8 FIGHT

If there were a fight between two older students at your bus

stop or at school, what would you do? Would you let them fight

or would you try to stop them? How would you try to stop them

from fighting? Would you tell anyone else?

5 0
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io )n 1 y ow mar $* mon t' t 1 1 no ' o vou

lookino forward to siummer? Why or why not" Do you h,..ive any

plans vet for this summer" Will you visit -friends or relatives,

cio to school, or work"
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Student
Teacher

Group RPA-

Session #5 Topic MUSICIANS

Av. Prompt Level = Date

Random Prompt 4 3 7; 4 4 3 2
# of Sentences 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * *- * * * * *

Session #6 Topic HABITS

Av. Prompt Level = Date

Random Prompt 4 4 4 3 4 4
# of Sentences 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)

*****************************************************************
Session #7 Topic PARENTS

Av. Prompt Level --- = Date
Random Prompt 7

....
7
.., 7 ?- ? 7.. 7 3 4 4 .7, ,4

# of Sentences 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)

*****************************************************************
Session #8 Topic FIGHT

Av. Prompt Level Date
Random Prompt 3 7 ,4 4 -.'. 3 7 3 7,. ? 4 4
# of Sentences 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)
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Student
Teacher

Group RPA-

Session #9 Topic TV

Av. Prompt Level Date

Random Prompt 2 3 7; 3 2 4 3 4 2 4 4
# of Sentences 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)

*****************************************************************
Session # Date

Av. Prompt Level = Topic

Random Prompt 7; 4 ? 2 2 :7 2 3 4 4 ,I..
.. ..

# of Sentences 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Prompt Level(s)

*#***************************************************************

POST-TEST SCORE
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(Ippendix D: Lc:imposition Rating Scale
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COMPOSITION RATING FORM

:::)tudent

(3roup

COMPOSITION NUMBER

ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Paragraphing
Sequencing
Purpose
Transitions

LANGUAGE USAGE
Vocabulary
Complex sentences
Imbedded modifiers
Figurative or descriptive language
Avoids cliche's and jargon

MECHANICS
Spelling
Punctuation
Agreement
Grammar

KEY: 1 poor
2 bulow average
3 average
4 above average
5 excellent

AUDIENCE
Ability to motivate and interest audience
Adaptation to audience
Emotional impact

TOTAL

60


